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Abstract
Research has pointed out that assessment practices related to academic writing are often unclear
to students and this has consequences to their styles of learning hence the overall outcomes of
their university studies (Lillis, 2006, 1999; Ivanič, 1998; Lea & Street, 1998). The purpose of
this paper is to critically examine to what extent feedback practices - as part of the strategies
used in assessment of student work - are meaningful to the expected learning process. The study
draws on a set of theories including development of student writing (Coffin et al., 2003), teacher
feedback practices (Brown et al., 1997) and academic literacies in English as Second Language
(Zamel, 2011), and uses qualitative case study methodology. Data are collected through analysis
of key documents including student scripts, observation of classes and interviews of all lecturers
involved in the concerned setting and a sample of 16 students. Findings reveal that the evaluated
students are not likely to make appropriate use of assessment to improve their writing as the type
of feedback practices observed is surrounded with confusion regarding what the lecturers’
expectations are and hence what is required of an academically acceptable text. It is
recommended to open more space for a “dialogue of participation” with students to ensure their
familiarity with the discourse strategies that are critical to the writing competences expected of
them at university.
Key words:English as second language, academic writing, first year university students,
feedback practices, student assessment, Rwanda.
Introduction
This paper reports on findings of a research study conducted at the former National University of
Rwanda (henceforth NUR)i. The study was part of a doctoral research project and was aimed at
examining feedback practices related to students’ academic written work. Interest in this study
was mainly aroused by previous studies reporting problems related to students’ writing abilities
in the Rwandan higher education institutions (Rosendal, 2009; NCHE, 2007b) ii.As similar
problems were also reported internationally (Angelil-Carter, 1998; Lillis & Turner, 2001), it was
judged useful to examine the way in which student academic writing is dealt with in the
concerned institutions based on a case study carried out at the former NUR. The research focused
on a particular academic writing courseiiitaught to first year university students.
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Actually, much is at stake in a Second Language (L2) context such as Rwanda where possible
limited English proficiencies of students (NCHEiv, 2007b) would constitute a challenge to the
“quality of higher education” so cherished by the Rwandan governmentv.Yet, writing skills are
of paramount importance for the success of academic endeavour as they help students not only to
perform in the academic writing tasks expected of them, but also to be able to think critically and
learn in maximum from the subject matters they are engaged in (Langer & Applebee, 2007).
Concerned authorities seem to be aware of the situation, and attempts have been undertaken to
address the language issue in higher education institutions. Thus, a national policy for language
teaching has been established to help “every student swiftly bring his or her grasp of [English] up
to the level where they can participate in academic activities and learn from lectures” (NCHE,
2007a, p. 1). It is thus in application of this policy that students entering first year at NUR
aregiven special literacy courses meant to prepare them for academic activities conducted in
English. The investigated module is specifically focused on academic writingvi. In the
investigated provision, the module was generic – not discipline-specific, and it was up to the
teaching team to adapt the teaching content and approach to students. So, this may constitute a
challenge for the teaching team as not only methodological competences but also updated
knowledge of theoretical principles of academic literacy were needed to help students “reach the
required standard” (NUR, 2009, p. 1). The present study is intended to explore the way in which
this writing module is preparing students to overcome writing challenges they are likely to be
confronted with during their degree studies at university. A particular focus is put on feedback
practices carried out by lecturers during the course.
2. Theoretical perspective
Assessment practices surrounding academic activities are expected to encompass a
formative functionviimeant to provide feedback to students to help the lecturer achieve
his/her goal in terms of improvement of students’ abilities in the target discipline. Indeed,
formative assessment, as opposed to summative assessment, has been pointed out as the
way to go for improvement of students’ abilities as “it has a teaching function, to help
students improve their work rather than just measure their achievements” (Coffin et al.,
2003, p. 76). Formative assessment may also help ensure a quality teaching in the sense it
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can help the lecturer get a clear idea of students’ difficulties and the type of assistance they
need.
However, as has been pointed out by research, assessment practices related to academic
writing are often unclear to students (see Ivanič, 1998; Lea & Street, 1998; Lillis, 1999).
This is particularly true with students whose native language is not the language of
instruction – English, in the case of the current study - who are least likely to be familiar
with the conventions of academic writing in English (Coffin et al., 2003; Zamel, 1998). In
higher education, this group is generally made of students who may have experience of
different forms of written assessment and, hence, have different expectations from those of
their teachers or evaluators.
Students of this category are indeed faced with particular challenges which can affect the
overall outcomes of their university studies. Thus, given the role of assessment methods in
influencing styles of learning and, hence, the outcomes expected of the learning/teaching
process (see Brown et al., 1997), adequate strategies must be established in order for the
assessment of students’ writing to be meaningful to them. These strategies will particularly
concern assessment criteria, guidance on assignment task, and feedback to students’ work.
Criteriagenerally refer to “dimensions of an assignment that are assessed such as
organisation, style, use of evidence” (Brown et al., 1997, p. 42). With regard to writing,
dimensions with which the quality of students’ text is judged need to be established in
relation to the assessment task and the outcomes expected of the learning/teaching
process. To such an end, lecturers need to have a clear idea of learning outcome(s)
expected as well as the specific requirements of the assessment methods that will be used.
While it is possible for lecturers to use criteria without showing them to students, Coffin et
al. (2003) suggest that assessment criteria should be made transparent and presented to
students ahead of their writing task. These authors note that there are several ways in
which criteria may be related to marking. They provide an example of broad marking
criteria devised for essays written on English language course:


the relevance of your answer to the question as set;



your knowledge and understanding of the course material;
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ability to discuss and evaluate alternative explanations and arguments;



ability to present and pursue an argument;



ability to express yourself clearly using academic conventions as appropriate;



clarity in your work, in the way you make your points, present research finding and
make critical comments. You are not expected to make extensive use of technical
vocabulary, but you should be able to refer to key terms and concepts from the
course materials. You should also acknowledge clearly any sources you have drawn
on.

The example of criteria above, which are relatively open, appears relevant for an academic
essay which is generally regarded as a high-level practical task. As suggested by Brown et
al. (1997), detailed criteria are rather useful for research than teaching purposes. The use
of detailed lists of criteria is too demanding in terms of time consumption, and needs a
good level of mastery on the part of the assessor if the marks allocated to students’ writing
are to be valid. The use of broad and relatively open criteria has the advantage of ensuring
flexibility in allocating marks to students’ essays whose various aspects cannot be assessed
without involvement of ‘judgment and a certain degree of ‘impression marking’ (Coffin et
al., 2003). This use of open criteria in fact constitutes a further reason for ensuring a
common understanding with students ahead of the writing task in relation to what will be
valued in their texts.
Apart from assessment criteria and guidance ahead of writing tasks, the necessity to help
students improve their learning also requires provision of feedback. The latter is actually
one of the central pedagogic practices at all level of education, and it is often regarded as
part of the evaluating process (Lillis, 2003). Feedback is also object of attention on the part
of bodies in charge of quality assurance in different universities where principles
governing provision of feedback on assessed work are sometimes outlined as a strategy of
optimising students’ benefit from feedback. This is for example the case for the Quality
Assurance Agency (QAA) in the UK (Coffin et al., 2003).
While one of the qualities of feedback is to be meaningful and acceptable to the receiver
(Brown et al., 1997), research on feedback suggests that it is a complex process that needs
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to be undertaken with attention in order to reach the expected objective which is to
encourage the receiver to think and, if necessary, to change. Coffin et al. (2003, p. 103)
present points of broad consensus, from a range of research studies, in relation to the
challenges the endeavour of providing feedback to students’ work is often confronted with:


the purposes of feedback are often mixed and left unstated;



there is often a mismatch between lecturers’ and students’ understanding about
what is required in academic writing;



students may find lecturers’ comments unclear, confusing, vague;



students may meet with different (and inconsistent) comments from different
lecturers on similar pieces of writing;



the kinds of feedback lecturers provide, and the way this is expressed, are informed
by lecturers’ disciplinary backgrounds, personal interests and values;



feedback does not always correspond to published guidelines or criteria;



feedback is often not as helpful as either lecturers or students would like it to be;



giving and receiving feedback is an emotional, as well as a rational activity.

There are in fact continuing debates over important issues surrounding feedback: what
kind of feedback is most useful to students? Do students make use of feedback comments
or are they primarily interested in grade? What is the most effective way of wording
comments on students’ work? Etc. The fact is that students’ understanding of feedback is
surrounded with much confusion (Coffin et al., 2003). So, it is important to keep aligned
with the main purpose of assessment and the comments to be made on students’
assignment.
It is also important to consider the relevant way of communicating feedback to students
because, as suggested by Coffin et al. (2003), “particular ways of communicating feedback
contribute (...) to students’ understanding of the comments they receive; to what they feel
about these comments; and to the establishment of a particular kind of relationship
between lecturer and students, or, more generally, those who give and receive feedback”
(p. 111). Positive comments are for example important in the sense that students need to
be aware of their strengths in addition to their awareness of the aspects to be improved in
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their writing. The language of feedback may also constitute a critical factor in the
establishment of positive or negative power relations between lecturers and students: it
can contribute in the building of a relatively hierarchical and didactic relationship with
emphasis on the power differential between lecturer and students; or a more collegial
relationship in which “students’ sense of membership of the academic community” is
established (Ivanič et al., 2000, p. 61).
3. Research methods
The study used a case study perspective striving to understand the issue under examination in its
natural setting with a particular attention to contextual conditions and experience of the
participants (Lacono, Brown, & Holtham, 2009). To such an end, the selection of the research
site was made according not only to the suitability of the case for the research aim, but also to the
typicality hence the significance of the former NUR as a higher learning institution in Rwanda.
Indeed, the former NUR as a higher learning institution was the oldest, the largest, and the most
diversified in terms of possibilities of academic options in the country. It was thus the most
likely to stand as an interesting representative of literacy practices in the national higher
education system.
3.1. Sampling
The study used a purposeful sampling strategy focusing on information-rich key participants
including both students and lecturers who took part in the study. For student participants, the
socio-linguistic or educational backgrounds, as well as the willingness to participate, were the
primary considerations in identifying participants for the investigation. The researcher made sure
all categories of students (in terms of socio-linguistic and/or educational background) were
represented in the selected sample. In fact, since the adoption in 2008 of English as the only
medium of instruction at almost all levels of education in Rwanda, students with a French
speaking school background merged with classmates with an English speaking school
backgroundviii. The criterion related to the language background was thus of interest for the
researcher and it was taken into account for research sampling.
For the whole cohort of 86 students involved in the module, 20% of student participants (i.e. 16
students) were purposefully selected and interviewed. All three members of the teaching team
also participated in the investigation which involved the Director of Academic Quality unit as
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well.So, as generalisability of the findings was not the purpose in the present case study, the
purposeful sampling strategy was applied to the site selection as well as to the selection of the
students who took part in the study.The limited number of the concerned lecturers was
compensated by a prolonged time spent on the field by the researcher. That is, the researcher was
continually returning to the same participants with the purpose of ‘checking veracity’ and
consistency of the information collected.
3.2. Data collection methods and instruments
The data collection process used document analysis, classroom observations, and interviews as
data collection methods. As qualitative research is interactive and requiring a relatively extensive
amount of time to systematically observe, interview, and record processes as they occur
naturally, such a condition was met through the whole process of data collection. Indeed, the
time duration for data collection was the entire three-month period (from February to April 2011)
during which the investigated module was taught for the academic year 2011.
Data collection strategiesixfocused on understanding of the experience under investigation with a
particular attention to what it meant to participants. Further, in order to increase validity of
findings, the researcher used a multi-method strategy assuming that “any data can be
corroborated during data collection” (McMillan & Schumacher, 2006, p. 340). That is why,
without necessarily interfering as field worker, the researcher endeavoured to seek different
views about the collected pieces of information from a number of participants for accuracy and
for confirmation.
3.2.1. Document analysis
An analysis of different documents related to the design and the daily management of the module
was conducted. These documents includedsamples of students’ writing with written feedback by
lecturers, assignment guidelines, anecdotal comments from lecturers, etc.Analysis of this kind of
documents provided information related to the type of assumptions underpinning the existing
texts, the degree of openness (or clarity) of working instructions/guidance, the status of the
assessment criteria, the type of feedback, etc.
3.2.2. Observation of the teaching and learning process
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The researcher made use of field observationx, and interviewing in this context was conducted in
a form of informal conversations with some participantsxi. As for artefacts collection, they were
particularly related to documents that were continuously collected during the entire period of the
researcher’s presence in the site. So, informal conversations and artefact gathering served as
corroborative data collection strategies (McMillan & Schumacher, 2006, p. 332).
3.2.3. Interviews
For both teaching staff and students, qualitative interviews essentially based on interview guide
approach were privileged. That is, topics were selected in advance, but the researcher decided the
sequence and wording of the questions during the interview (McMillan & Schumacher, 2006). In
other words, there was no standardised format for questions. The researcher counted rather on a
conversational tone - characterised by probesxiiand pauses – to ensure the naturalness and
relevancy of the response. The use of open-ended questions thus created possibility of alternative
views and access to data that would not be accessible in other ways. Information obtained from
observation sessions could also be verified. Two types of data collection instruments were used
for the interviews: an interview guide (a semi-structured interview) and post-observation session
discussions between the researcher and the participants.
3.3. Data analysis
Data collected through document analysis, classroom observation and interviews were described
and categorised in terms of typical patterns or recurrent characteristics. Results were interpreted
with reference to the existing literature and the theoretical framework established for the study.
The analytical criteria having inspired initial coding and categorisation were derived from the
concepts informing the study. Thus, feedback practices used by lecturers were critically
analysed through the lens of the theoretical perspectives or models on how the meaning
making skills are expected to be developed (Lillis, 2001; Lea & Street, 1998; NLG, 1996). The
results of analysis also benefited from a triangulation with students’ accounts of their experience
with academic writing tasks.
4. Main findings of the study
The teaching process observed consisted in a four-hour session per week, and was observed from
February 10 to April 6, 2011. The first-year cohort consisted of 86 students who were
alternatively taught by three lecturers. Concerning tasks performed by students, a certain
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shortage of activities leading to text production was perceptible as the course was mainly focused
on presentation of notions related to textual structure (e.g. introduction, conclusion, writing of a
paragraph...), and surface language features such as spelling, punctuation, etc. The rare practical
tasks assigned to students were based on take-home assignments which benefited from lecturer’s
feedback in a form of classroom discussion with students. The current section analyses the type
of feedback provided to student work. The analysis is carried out in relation to the written
feedback as well as that made in oral form throughout the observed teaching process.
4.1. Feedback not always in line with the objective of the assigned task
On analysis of the form of feedback used for the investigated module, one may wonder whether
there is a certain pedagogical purpose underpinning the type of comments made on students’
writing. Indeed,feedback comments made on student texts do not show consonance with any
informed pedagogical agenda to support students’ learning. Some of the comments are not
explicit and appear as just meant to justify the marks awarded. Further, a significant amount of
comments made are not in line with the objective of the assigned task as reflected by the
assignment question. In other words, feedback comments made on students’ work do not seem to
inscribe themselves in a learning improvement perspective set in advance by the lecturer. The
type of comments produced on student scripts below serve as examples:

i

The former National University of Rwanda (NUR) has since 2013 changed in favor of a one university system, the
University of Rwanda (UR), as result of merger of seven public higher education institutions.
ii
This is also corroborated by statements in the press and informal lecturers’ talk.
iii
Principles of anonymity for research participants dictate withholding details of the concerned module.
iv
National Council for Higher Education
v
Different sources, including the appraisal document of the Rwandan Education Strategic Plan 2010-2015
(MINEDUC, 2010), the World Bank (2011), and a content analysis of some critical policy documents related to the
Rwandan education system (Baxter, 2012) have indicated a high priority given by the government to the issue of
“quality of higher education”.
vi
Some other courses – such as the ‘Oral and Written Expressions in English’ – are only partially related to academic
writing as a part of the content is rather oriented to oral expression.
vii
As opposed to summative assessment which is meant to be graded to contribute to the marks for a module, year or
degree (Brown et al., 1997).
viii
The Rwandan sociolinguistic context, following the massive return in the country of ‘ancient’ refugees after 1994,
gave place to what was termed ‘bilingual’ educational system where Francophone schools existed alongside
Anglophone schools.
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ix

The term ‘strategies’ is opposite to procedures, and is referring to “sampling and data collection techniques that
are continuously being refined throughout the data collection process to increase data validity” (McMillan &
Schumacher, 2006, p. 340).
x
With reference to the “technique of directly observing and recording without interaction” (McMillan &
Schumacher, 2006, p.346).
xi
Focus group sessions were also organised with students.
xii
“Interview probes elicit elaboration of detail, further explanations, and clarification of responses” (McMillan &
Schumacher, 2006, p. 354).
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As illustrated by the student scripts above, a discrepancy can be noticed between the assignment
question (which is directed to the content or the student-writer’s understanding and treatment of
the topic) and the lecturers’ feedback comments (which are focused on the linguistic accuracy or
just the surface features of the text). This also serves as indication that lecturers’ comments do
not reflect a consistent purpose with regard to students’ needs in terms of writing abilities.
Surface language features such as spelling, punctuation, and the set of notions referred to as
“grammar” including conjugation, sentence structure, etc. remain the main focus of lecturers’
comments on the student scripts while features such as argument and supporting evidences,
which are nevertheless important in essay texts, are not evoked by the feedback comments made
by the lecturer. Thus, the evaluated students are not likely to make appropriate use of the
feedback to improve their writing. They are rather likely to be confused with regard to what the
lecturers’ requirements are and hence what is required of an academically acceptable text.
In addition, the way in which most of feedback comments are expressed is rather not explicit and
reflects a discourse of academic transparency based on assumption that the understanding and
the enactment of the academic writing conventions are self-evident. For the observed sessions,
such a view is typified by the incessant calls to exercise a series of skills generally taken as given
by lecturers such as coherence, clarity, good structure, etc. The remarks made by lecturers in
relation to a sample of students’ written texts may serve as illustrative examples: “When you’re
writing an essay for instance, you’ll make sure that your title is short and really attractive”
(Week Four: 10/03/2011). This is probably easier said than done. In this last example, it may be
possible for a student to judge the shortness of a title, but the story is different regarding the
attractiveness which is not necessarily a self-evident concept.
Undoubtedly due to the view of language as a transparent medium - a reflector of meanings
rather than a situated discourse - feedback sessions often take the form of a prescriptive
‘presentation’ of general principles regarding the academic writing activity. For instance, in a
feedback session organised around assignment on letter writing, the lecturer randomly picks up a
student letter which becomes object of comments from both the lecturer and the students who
take the opportunity to raise issues they are confronted with during their writing tasks. Questions
such as the following are asked:
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How to know the form of greeting to adopt when writing a business letter? Is there
special punctuation for a letter? When does one use ‘sincerely yours’ or ‘faithfully yours’
in the leave-taking part of a letter…? (24/03/2011)
The first and second questions above, calling for analysis of a sample of authentic written letters
if not a practical exercise of letter writing, receive as lecturer’s response a simple listing of
“some tips” on ‘Letter Writing and CVs’. The teaching process which has started as a session
dedicated to comments on student take-home assignment ends up becoming an advice-session
with focus on letter structure as indicated by the extract below:
The title of the receiver for a formal letter is very important. Don’t forget to put details
you judge very useful for the wanted position: qualification, experience... Please, don’t
forget to sign.... The receiver’s address must be put below the sender’s address and
toward the left margin; the salutation or greeting follows... The main part of a letter is the
body... Short sentences are recommended for all letters, concision, and to the point.
(24/03/2011)
Pieces of advice related to ‘good letter’ are provided but probably not in a very meaningful way
to students. There is no attempt to establish critical reading activities for example. Indeed, as
Martin and Rose (2008) suggest, “learning the field of academic texts involves reading (and
writing) the language patterns in which it is expressed... The [scaffolding] pedagogy entails
teachers guiding students through a detailed reading of texts [...], drawing attention to the
organisation of texts and their language patterns (p.167).” Thus, the above-mentioned feedback
session probably needs more focus on critical reading likely to enable students to develop a
deeper understanding of the text type they are examining.
Further, these feedback sessions based on prescription of principles are focused on particular
aspects of the text to the detriment of others. Thus, the surface aspects (including linguistic
accuracy and text structure) seem to acquire too much attention in comparison with aspects such
as the student writer’s understanding and treatment of the topic (i.e. the writing content), the
rhetorical purpose and register-related aspects (e.g. referencing conventions, use of disciplinerelated terminology, use of formal language, etc.) which are however so challenging to
students.Thus, the surface aspects (including linguistic accuracy and text structure) seem to
acquire too much attention. This is in comparison with aspects such as the student writer’s
understanding and treatment of the topic (i.e. the writing content), the rhetorical purpose and
register-related aspects (e.g. referencing conventions, use of discipline-related terminology, use
of formal language, etc.) which are however so challenging to students.For an overall view of
typical comments made, an analysis of a sample of student assignment copies is made. A
comparison of areas commented on can be represented as in the table below:
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Table 1: Overall view of typical comments made on student texts
Assignment question (or Typical comments made on
the
assumed student texts
epistemological purpose)
1) Write a short essay - Poor grammar (Improve your
persuading a friend to
grammar, Incorrect grammar,
study literature
Grammar please…!);
- Use of tenses! (Tenses…!)
- Spelling!
-

-

-

2) Write a short essay (maximum 3 pages) describing an event that was significant in your

Poor paragraph! (Paragraph!)…
Underlining (or Circling) of
words, phrases… (Questions
marks…);
Sentence structures! (Sentence
not clear; Topic sentence…?)
Attention
punctuation…
(Punctuation!)
Vocabulary!
(Lexical
suggestions
to
replace
inappropriate words…)
Inaccurate classification
An attractive job?
More convincing argument
please! (Be more convincing at
the
end;
Not
enough
reasons…);
Story telling?
Examples?
Tenses!
Spelling!
Grammar! (Pay attention to the
use of grammar…)
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comments
Linguistic accuracy

Text structure

Language register

Content
Rhetorical purpose

Linguistic accuracy
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life

-

-

-

-

Underlining
of
words, Text structure
phrases… (Questions marks…);
Good introduction!
Language structure very poor!
Sentence structures! (Topic
sentence please! Only one
sentence? Some sentences are
unclear…);
Poor paragraph! (Remember
rules of writing a good
paragraph! A good paragraph
between 3 & 7 sentences!
Punctuation!
(Punctuation
respect it)
Your story not adapted to Language register
English
language:
clear
xii
influence of Kinyarwanda ;
Problem of coherence(Problem Rhetorical purpose
of coherence in your story...)
Meaning?
No point here

As is reflected in the table above, there is a lack of balance in the way in which different textual
aspects are focused on by lecturers’ feedback comments. The latter seem more focused on some
straightforward aspects that are easy to spot (e.g. linguistic accuracy, text structure…) to the
detriment of aspects that are however critical to the writing abilities expected of students such as
the language register and rhetorical issues. Thus, in the case of the two assignment topics
presented as illustrations, aspects related to the epistemological purpose of the assigned task (e.g.
the form of the persuasive arguments presented and the description skills) seem to be given less
importance by lecturer-markers.
It would be useful to note that the above synthesis of comments made on student texts does not
constitute a full reflection of the assessment criteria used by lecturers as the assessment mode in
place rather appears as much based on implicit criteria. So, the representation of ‘typical
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comments’ as shown by the table above can just be regarded as an indication of the general trend
in the assessment system.
4.2. A hierarchical relationship between lecturers and students
Concerning language of feedback, it is worth reminding that dominance of negative feedback
comments is remarkable. That is, lecturers’ comments on students’ work are mainly
characterised by criticism which is much focused on shortcomings in students’ texts. For
example, each script in a sample of 22 student scripts drawn for analysis in the current study has
its lot of negative comments such as ‘poor paragraph’, ‘bad sentences’, ‘faulty grammar’, no
point made, etc. which are rather generic and do not seem to help students understand where the
problem is exactly. There is in fact a tendency to over-negative comments which are likely to
undermine students’ confidence as writers. Further, the language of feedback used reflects a
relatively hierarchical and rather didactic relationship in which the power differential between
lecturers and students is emphasised as illustrated by the student script below:
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As shown by the hand-written copy above, the type of feedback made on the student copy cannot
be considered as a type of “judgment” meant either to indicate the right performance expected of
the students or the way of improving the poor performance characterising the text produced.
With only question marks on the copy, there is little possibility for the student-writer to
understand what is required of him/her to gain membership in the academic community (Ivanič
et al., 2000).
In overall, there is very limited features likely to encourage a relatively collegial relationship
between lecturers and students. For example, the sample of copies drawn during the observation
period shows comments generally written in red pen over the students’ textsxii. These comments
are generally devoid of positive comments likely, as Ivanič et al. (2000) put it, to foster a more
collegial relationship in which the lecturer attempts to “build students’ sense of membership of
the academic community” (p. 61). Indeed, there is a need of comments that are likely to create
students’ awareness of relevant discourse features and, hence, help positively accommodate them
into the academic community.
4.3. Not engaging students in the authorship of their work
As already alluded to, feedback is likely to be more beneficial when presented in a way that
draws students’ attention to the comments made on their work. This seems to be a challenge to
the investigated module where students do not appear very attentive to the feedback provided on
their written work. As noticed during the observation period, students do not appear much
interested in feedback comments made on their assignment copies. They are only interested in
the final mark obtained. The case of the writing assignments of 31st March 2011 may serve as
illustration. Students had been asked to submit a short essay on a topic of their choice among
three topics offered by the lecturer. After the lecturer made his written comments, the scripts
were returned and handed over to students individually. There was no word about the global
performance of the class in relation to that particular assignment. Thus, in front of the
remarkably terse written comments, students with low marks were apparently not sure about
what was wrong with their texts. Each individual student went straight to the final mark awarded
to his/her script, sighed with relief or sorrow (according to whether or not the obtained mark was
good) and kept quiet. Such a situation is frequent and is not likely to help students benefit from
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feedback they get from their lecturers. Instead, they seem frustrated by what they get as outcome
of their work.
Furthermore, implementation of the newly established modular system does not always facilitate
a systematic track and solution of students’ problems. It is indeed supposed to merge together
different course units (i.e. Grammar, Reading and writing strategies, and Essayist writing) taught
by different lecturers.But, the investigated module does not seem to be coordinated in a way that
helps address the issue of contradictions emerging from the successive interventions of the three
members of the teaching team. Thus, students are confronted not only with possibility of
conflicting demands from the teaching team but also with lack of follow-up on their learning
difficulties as problems left in suspense by a lecturer are not necessarily taken into account by
the lecturer meant to take over for the following session. The undecided fate of the take-home
assignments proposed during Week Two (24/02/2011) and Week Six (17/03/2011) may serve as
illustrations. Further, students’ confusion subsequent to existing contradictions was noticed
during the observation period but also was echoed by interviews with students who affirm that
they try to play it safe with the lecturers’ conflicting demands by refraining from taking
responsibility in their writing.
5. Discussion of findings
On examination of what is going on in the classroom, lecturers’ feedback comments are
generally focused on some straightforward aspects that are easy to identify (e.g. linguistic
accuracy, text structure...) to the detriment of aspects that are however critical to the writing
abilities of students such as language register, rhetorical issues, adaptation to the audience, etc.
Feedback on students’ written texts generally reflects a discourse of transparency whereby
conventions within which students are supposed to write are taken as given. This is demonstrated
by the form of feedback made on students’ script whichis characterised by a monologic
communication and authoritative attitude often negatively challenging students’ attempts to
express their voice in their writing.
Also, feedback practices fore-grounded by lecturers are based on hierarchical and didactic
relationships and do not appear proper to engage students in the authorship of their writing. In
fact, as suggested by research findings on the subject (see Conrad & Goldstein, 1999), teacher
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feedback comments that challenge students’ logic or type of argumentation are likely to have a
negative impact on novice-writers. Further, both L1 and L2 composition researchers reported by
Ferris (2003) have warned teachers against “appropriating (taking over) students’ texts by being
too authoritative and direct in their feedback” (p.124). As suggested by Ferris (ibid.), “When
teachers cross out portions of students texts and substitute other words or ideas, make directive
suggestions, or use the imperative mood, these behaviourscommunicate to student-writers that
the teacher’s priorities are more important than what the writer wants to say in his or her own
text” (p. 124). Ferris notes that “such appropriative behaviour can frustrate, demotivate, and
otherwise disempower student writers” (p.124).
Thus, there is a need for feedback based on a closer communication or dialogue between
lecturers and students. For such a dialogue to be formalised, feedback comments should not be
seen as an end in themselves. They should rather be inscribed in a longer process whereby
students’ difficulties are discussed and the first text serves as a basis to produce an improved
version of it. Instead of focusing on shortcomings in students’ texts, discussion sessions will help
create awareness of relevant discourse features and, hence, positively accommodate students into
the academic community.
Further, a dialogue approach would foster a constant follow-up on students’ completion of their
assignments which is so relevant in the case of the investigated module. Follow-up on student
assignments implies strategies to constrain students to complete tasks left to them. As suggested
by Coffin et al., (2003), such strategies can consist of considering “a summative assessment with
a low weighting attached to it” (p.77). So, the type of assignments mentioned above may be
conducted with an option whereby a formative assessment (i.e. teaching feedback to students’
assignments) is combined with a summative assessment (i.e. awarding of grade to student work).
The investigationof classroom activities confirms that students have yet to take on the authorship
of their writing and assert their voice as members of the university community. There is also a
need for lecturers to feel more in charge of guiding their students through an understanding
dialogue allowing them to build on their knowledge and experience for progressively asserting
their identity as members of academia. Indeed, an effective involvement of students in the
authorship of their own texts is deemed critical to gain the required ability for meaning making
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in their texts (Ivanič, 1998). Under such conditions, the teaching endeavour is also likely to
achieve what Coffin et al. (2003) refer to as ‘handover’, that is, “the point at which the ‘expert’
tutor or lecturer hands over responsibility to the students for writing” (p. 127).
Also, the issue of authority and power relations is pervasive. This is with reference to a particular
enactment of conventions of academic discourse that may not allow students to feel personally
connected to their texts (Lillis, 2001). Some of the students interviewed in focus group affirmed
that they sometimes did not feel to be themselves in their academic essays. One of the students
who presented himself as a poet in his mother tongue regretted to feel in shortage of inspiration
when he is writing academic texts as he has to exercise self-censorship not only regarding the
content which must be carefully selected but also regarding the form of his expression which
must take account of what is to be judged as good by the lecturer-marker.
The image of lecturer as infallible judge is also illustrated by the above-described exercise
consisting in making distinction between standard and non-standard sentences (Week One)
where the lecturer seemed to impose the “correct answer” without necessarily providing enough
explanations to students. Such an image is also suggested by the fact that solutions to some
exercises given to students in classroom are not necessarily discussed with students, or the fact
that assignment guidelines, usually formulated by the lecturer, are not subject of negotiations
between lecture and students. As consequences, students used to such a ‘normative form’ of
teaching generally relied on initiatives from the lecturer. They did not question some newly
introduced notions they did not understand for example.
In the context of ESL as is the case for the investigated module, this failure to make plain what is
to be learnt has consequences to students. These students who usually do not even have
familiarity with the common communicative conventions and lack knowledge of the typical
patterns of variation within English text types, find themselves in an ”invisible curriculum” (see
Hyland, 2003) as they are denied access to the rules of the discourse which is indispensable for
their success. Indeed, as shown by the analysis of the teaching practices made on basis of
Bernstein’s (1977, 2003) model of pedagogic discourse, instructional rules prevailing in the
investigated module contribute to the creation of a typical model of invisible curriculum. That is,
while it should be expected that students are provided with abilities of using conventions of
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academic writing, the latter continue to be treated by lecturers as self-evident and are not
generally made explicit to students. This is reflected not only by the pedagogical activities
proposed in the classroom but is also illustrated by the feedback practices used by lecturers.
6. Conclusion
Through the critique made of the existing feedback model, the present study advocates a writing
pedagogy where students will be empowered for taking over the authorship of their writing. To
such an end, an institutional transformation enabling more creative and egalitarian teaching and
learning practices is needed. Further, findings of the study reaffirm, among other facts, the
imperative of fore-grounding a dialogue between lecturers and students around the writing
activity, and the necessity to address the issue of differing perceptions and expectations with
regard to student written texts. This issue of differing perceptions and expectations could be
resolved through teaching practices emphasising a transparent and explicit definition of ‘criterial
rules’ (Bernstein, 1977, 2003) governing the academic writing discourse.
Thus, for an academic writing course such as the one investigated, a shift in pedagogy implying
moving away from concentration on form aspects appears of great relevance. Such pedagogy
would be based on the principle that a written text is a complex unity of diverse voices and that
the student-writer, as suggested by Scott and Turner (2004), is bearer of “the voices of past
instruction, the voices of current tutors, the loud of faint voices of the student’s assumptions and
expectations regarding writing in English” (p. 152). This principle would thus help address the
issue of the “in-between space” many students are faced with as they need for example to
negotiate at the same time the meaning of a source text and conventions governing “essay text
literacy” as emphasised by academic practices of HE (Scott & Turner, 2004, p. 146).
The fact of the matter is that focus on form aspects of a written text is likely to distract attention
from the need to understand and negotiate the socio-linguistic, cultural, economic, and
interactive dimensions linked to the writing context (see Lei, 2008; Matsuda, 1997). Indeed, a
teaching model focusing on form aspects contributes to misleading student-writers about the
necessary balance between, on one hand, language features such as grammar, spelling and
register-related aspects and, on the other hand, elements related to content, purpose, adaptation to
audience, etc. It is also worth noting that structure errors in students’ writing are often
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symptomatic of difficulties due to a lack of familiarity with a particular disciplinary discourse
(see Nightingale, 1988).
So, a teaching model shifting focus from form aspects of the written text would open more space
for a “dialogue of participation” (Lillis, 2006) with students to ensure their familiarity with
discourse strategies regarding elements such as audience expectations, genre characteristics with
respect to different disciplinary contexts, etc. As suggested by Lillis (2003), it is important for
teachers to provide opportunities of dialogue with students about the type of meanings they
might wish to make in their academic writing, instead of imposing particular meanings based on
categorically rigid feedback about “one version of truth” while there may exist “a range of
possible truths and interpretations” (p. 198).
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